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The three members of Allegash grew up together. World-wide concensus-The Folk/Pop songs they've

scripted are beautiful. 10 MP3 Songs FOLK: Folk Pop, COUNTRY: Country Folk Take Me Down Songs

Details: ALLEGASH has just discharged their back CD Ghost SONG (Sept.2005)and will be useable on

cdbaby by early October. It has been two years since their first CD TAKE ME DOWN. The genre of their

music has shifted from acoustic folk to primarily pop/country. Musicianship and heartfelt lyrics define the

music of ALLEGASH. The music organization TAXI and the song critiques they have provided this group

have proven a great aid in the refinement of their song writing skills. Allegash would like to express to

them its sincere thanks and appreciation. Jared Brown and John Magoon have proven an effective

collaboration. They combine ...genuine song writing talent and outstanding musicianship... in the

production of their new CD-Ghost SONG. They extend their sincere gratitude to the many additional

musicians who gave freely of their time and expertise in the production of this new CD. They are as

follows. Mike Clark ....asssistant Producer and Engineer, part time percussion All tracks recorded, mixed,

and mastered at Clark Creative, Amherst, NH Will Goodwin and Bennett (Big Dog) Chandler.... engineers

for piano and dobro on track # 8( recorded at Studio Metronome, Brookline, NH) Randy Dunn..... acoustic

bass on tracks 1,2,10 Dave Ballou..... drums on tracks 3,4,5,6,7,9 Lowell Webber.. drums on tracks

1,2,10 Ildi Bartlett....backing vocals on tracks 3,4,5,6,7,9 Deb Beaulieu.... backing vocals on tracks 1,10

Charlie Moser....mandolin on track 4 Jim McClure-.... cd production and graphics...Betsy's Folly Studio,

Lyndeborough, NH Jared is school teacher, John works at a local lumber mill. They grew up together in

rural New Hampshire, USA. Music is their passion. Group- Allegash Band Members- Jared Brown, John

Magoon CDs Available- Ghost SONG (October 2005) - TAKE ME DOWN (2003)
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